We performed a meta-analysis of 4 genome-wide association studies of coronary artery disease (CAD) comprising 22,233 individuals with CAD (cases) and 64,762 controls of European descent followed by genotyping of top association signals in 56,682 additional individuals. This analysis identified 3 loci newly associated with CAD at P < 5 × 0 −8 and confirmed the association of 0 of 2 previously reported CAD loci. The 3 new loci showed risk allele frequencies ranging from 0.3 to 0.9 and were associated with a 6% to 7% increase in the risk of CAD per allele. Notably, only three of the new loci showed significant association with traditional CAD risk factors and the majority lie in gene regions not previously implicated in the pathogenesis of CAD. Finally, five of the new CAD risk loci appear to have pleiotropic effects, showing strong association with various other human diseases or traits.
It has been estimated that heritable factors account for 30%-60% of the inter-individual variation in the risk of coronary artery disease (CAD) 1 . Recently, genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have identified several common variants that associate with risk of CAD 2 . However, in aggregate, these variants explain only a small fraction of the heritability of CAD, probably partly due to the limited power of previous studies to discover effects of modest size. Recognizing the need for larger studies, we formed the transatlantic Coronary ARtery DIsease Genome wide Replication and Meta-analysis (CARDIoGRAM) consortium 3 . We perfomed a meta-analysis of 14 GWAS of CAD comprising 22,233 cases and 64,762 controls, all of European ancestry (Supplementary Table 1a-c and Supplementary  Fig. 1 ). We then genotyped the lead SNPs within the most promising previously unidentified loci as well as a subset of previously reported CAD loci in up to 56,682 additional subjects (approximately half cases and half controls) (Supplementary Table 2a,b) . Lastly, we explored potential mechanisms and intermediate pathways by which previously unidentified loci may mediate risk.
Nine of the twelve loci previously associated with CAD through individual GWAS achieved genome-wide significance (P < 5 × 10 −8 ) in our initial meta-analysis ( Table 1 and Supplementary Table 3) . We were, however, unable to test the previously reported association with a haplotype and a rare SNP in LPA in our GWAS data 4, 5 , but we observed robust association with the rare LPA variant in our replication samples through direct genotyping (Table 1) .
Thus, 10 of the 12 loci previously associated with CAD at a genomewide significance level surpassed the same threshold of significance in CARDIoGRAM.
We selected 23 new loci with a significance level of P < 5 × 10 −6 in the meta-analysis for follow up (Online Methods and Supplementary Note). Taking the number of loci into consideration, our replication study had >90% power to detect effect sizes observed in the GWAS meta-analysis. Of the 23 loci, 13 replicated using our a priori definition of a validated locus, that is, showing independent replication after Bonferroni correction and also achieving P < 5 × 10 −8 in the combined discovery and replication data ( Table 2 , Fig. 1 and Supplementary  Figs. 2 and 3) . Results for all loci from the replication phase are shown in Supplementary Tables 4 and 5.
The 13 new loci had risk allele frequencies ranging from 0.13 to 0.91 and were associated with a 6% to 17% increase in the risk of CAD per allele ( Table 2) . Out of the 13 new loci, the additive model appeared most appropriate for 6 whereas the recessive model performed best at 5 and the dominant model at 2 loci (Supplementary Table 6 ).
In sub-group analyses, 20 out of 22 loci with P < 5 × 10 −8 (known and new loci combined; for one locus, age subgroups were not available) had higher odds ratios for early onset than for late onset CAD (P = 1.2 × 10 −4 for observed versus expected; Supplementary Table 7) . The CAD loci showed consistent associations irrespective of case definition, although the odds ratios for most individual SNPs tended to be slightly greater for cases with angiographically proven CAD than for cases with unknown angiographic status (P = 0.019 for observed versus expected) (Supplementary Table 8 ). In contrast, subgroup analyses in males and females revealed no sex-specific effects for any risk alleles (Supplementary Table 7 ) or for their observed versus expected pattern of association (P = 0.4).
Among 7,637 CAD cases and 7,523 controls for whom we had individual level genotype data, the minimum and maximum number of risk alleles observed per individual was 15 and 37, respectively, when considering 23 CAD susceptibility loci. The mean weighted risk score was significantly higher for cases than for controls (P < 10 −20 ). Furthermore, being in the top tenth percentile or lowest tenth percentile of the weighted score was associated with an odds ratio for CAD of 1.88 (95% CI 1.67-2.11) and 0.55 (95% CI 0.48-0.64), respectively, compared to the fiftieth percentile. The change in odds ratio for CAD across a broader spectrum of categories of the weighted score is shown in Supplementary Figure 4 .
Large-scale association analysis identifies 13 new susceptibility loci for coronary artery disease Three of the new risk alleles were associated with differences in traditional CAD risk factors (Table 3 and Supplementary  Tables 9,10 ). The risk allele on chromosome 11q23.3 (rs964184, ZNF259, APOA5-APOA4-APOC3-APOA1 gene region) was associated with increased low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol and decreased high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol (and previously, with increased triglycerides) 6 . The risk allele on chromosome 9q34.2 (rs579459, ABO) was associated with increased LDL and total cholesterol in a direction consistent with the association of these SNPs with CAD risk ( Table 3 ). The variant rs12413409 on chromosome 10q24.32 representing the CYP17A1-CNNM2-NT5C2 gene region was associated with hypertension.
In silico interrogation revealed that the lead SNPs at 4 of the 13 new loci were either non-synonymous coding variants or were in high linkage disequilibrium (LD) with such SNPs. Specifically, the lead SNPs at 7q32.2 (rs11556924) and 15q25.1 (rs3825807) encoded changes in ZC3HC1 (p.Arg363His) and ADAMTS7 (p.Ser214Pro), respectively, whereas the lead SNP at 14q32.2 (rs2895811) is in strong LD (r 2 = 0.82) with the p.Val691Ala variant in HHIPL1. Lastly, the lead SNP at 17q21.32 (rs46522) is in strong LD (r 2 = 0.94) with two potential functional variants in GIP: p.Ser103Gly (rs2291725) and a variant influencing the splice site of intron 3 (rs2291726) leading to a truncated transcript (Supplementary Table 11) 7 .
We next analyzed data from three genome-wide studies that also assessed gene expression in multiple tissues to assess potential effects of new loci on the expression of regional genes (Supplementary Note) 8, 9 . Three of the new CAD risk variants showed convincing association with regional gene expression (cis effect) by either representing the most significant expressed SNP in the region or by being in high LD (r 2 ≥ 0.85) with the strongest expressed SNP in the region: rs12190287 at 6q23.2 (TCF21), rs12936587 at 17p11.2 (RASD1, SMCR3 and PEMT) and rs46522 at 17q21.32 (UBE2Z) (Supplementary Table 12 ). Subsequent interrogation of our new loci in a genome-wide map of allelic expression imbalance provided further support for the expression quantitative trait locus findings at the 17q21.32 locus 10 . This analysis also provided strong evidence of cis effects for the 17p13.3 locus lead SNP (rs216172) on the expression of SMG6 (Supplementary Note and Supplementary Table 13) 10 .
We identified five new loci (9q34, 10q24, 11q23, 15q25 and 17p13) at which the CAD risk variant was fully or strongly correlated (r 2 > 0.8) l e t t e r s with variants that have previously been associated with other traits or diseases 11 . These traits include cerebral and abdominal aneurysm, aortic root size, celiac disease, lung adenocarcinoma, type 1 diabetes, venous thrombosis, LDL cholesterol, HDL cholesterol, triglycerides, smoking, blood pressure, soluble levels of adhesion molecules, phytosterols (sitosterol and campesterol), angiotensin-converting enzyme activity, coagulation factor VIII and von Willebrand factor (at P < 5 × 10 −8 ; for references see Supplementary Table 14) . Thus, a substantial subset of the new CAD risk loci appear to have pleiotropic effects. We illustrate a particularly striking example at the ABO locus in Figure 2 .
The present genomic analysis of more than 135,000 individuals revealed three major findings. First, we more than doubled the number of loci with firm association to CAD. Specifically, our study yielded 13 previously unidentified loci and confirmed 10 previously reported loci. Second, we found that only a minority of the established and new loci appear to act through traditional risk factors but that the majority reside in gene regions that were not previously suspected in the pathogenesis of CAD. Third, a substantial proportion of the CAD risk variants were also strongly associated with various other human disease traits in GWAS.
We anticipated that some of the genetic risk loci for CAD would act through established CAD risk factors, such as LDL cholesterol or blood pressure, which themselves have a significant genetic determination. Indeed, three of the new risk loci (11q23.3, 9q34.2 and 10q24.32) showed such associations. An association with higher LDL cholesterol or lipoprotein (a) concentration has also been found for four previously discovered risk variants, including the PCSK9 locus, that missed the genome-wide significance level by a small margin in the present study ( Table 1) 4, 12, 13 . On the other hand, 17 out of the 23 confirmed loci appear to act through mechanisms that are independent of traditional risk factors. Elucidation of these mechanisms is critical for a more complete understanding of CAD and identification of further therapeutic targets.
We explored several molecular mechanisms by which the new loci could affect CAD risk. We show that some lead SNPs-or linked variants-affect the primary structure of the protein product in which the variant is located, whereas in other instances, the risk variant is associated with expression of a specific gene or genes in one or more tissues. A more detailed discussion of the genes in each locus is provided in the Supplementary Note. Although these data help to prioritize genes for follow-up functional studies, it should be emphasized that substantial work is still necessary to define the mechanisms involved for each of the new loci, as exemplified recently for the chromosome 1p13 locus 14, 15 .
We also observed that 8 of 23 CAD loci (5 of the 13 new loci, 9q34, 10q24, 11q23, 15q25 and 17p13; and 3 of the 10 established loci, 1p13, 9p21.3 and 12q24) not only affect the risk of CAD but also associate with multiple other diseases and traits (Supplementary Table 14) . Each of these findings requires further analysis to determine whether co-localization of SNPs for CAD and other traits points to intermediate phenotypes and, thus, mechanistic links in a joint etiology, results from pleiotropic effects of a single allele affecting multiple phenotypes, or identifies chromosomal regions harboring multiple genes and alleles that participate in the regulation of multiple independent traits through diverse mechanisms.
By design, our study focused on common risk variants. Assuming a heritability of 40% for CAD 1 , the lead SNPs of previously established loci combined with the loci discovered in this study explain approximately 10% of the additive genetic variance of CAD. Our inability to explain a greater fraction of CAD heritability even after a large metaanalysis and replication effort is in line with the results for most other complex traits examined by current GWAS methods 16 . These results suggest that many other common susceptibility variants of similar or lower effects and/or rare variants contribute to risk of CAD.
The clinical utility of CAD risk alleles for the prediction of risk may be best determined in samples that are independent from this discovery study. In order to provide a framework for future research, we explored a weighted score based on the 23 CAD risk variants validated in this investigation. We observed a greater than threefold difference in CAD risk between the top and bottom 10% of the risk scores, although this may be a slight overestimation, as we extracted the risk scores from a subset of the discovery sample ( Supplementary  Fig. 4) . Nonetheless, this increase in risk is at least comparable to that of several other traditional risk factors for CAD including hypertension, diabetes and smoking 13 . Whether risk allele information may improve the performance of current risk profiling strategies for CAD prediction 17, 18 and whether such an approach is cost effective requires Results from fixed-effects meta-analysis based on β coefficients and standard errors from linear (for total, LDL and HDL cholesterol) and logistic (for hypertension) regression analysis of the single studies for which meta-analytic P < 0.01. LDL, low-density lipoprotein; HDL, high-density lipoprotein.
a Estimated pooled regression coefficients with 95% confidence intervals. Cholesterol levels are in mg/dl. b Previous genome-wide studies have demonstrated strong association of rs964184 with triglycerides 39 .
l e t t e r s further evaluation in prospective studies. Our findings provide a firm framework for such research. In summary, our large-scale GWAS meta-analysis uncovered the association with CAD of 13 new chromosomal loci. We observed only limited association between these CAD SNPs and traditional risk factors, suggesting that most SNPs act through previously unidentified pathways. Elucidation of the mechanisms by which these loci affect CAD risk carries the potential for better prevention and treatment of this common disease.
METhoDs
Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of the paper at http://www.nature.com/naturegenetics/. Figure 2 Example of overlapping association signals for multiple traits at the ABO gene region on chromosome 9q34. In the upper panel, the association signal for coronary disease at the ABO gene region in CARDIoGRAM and the positions and rs numbers of SNPs in this region are shown. The size of the boxes illustrates the number of individuals available for this respective SNP. In the lower panel, all SNPs with P values at the genome-wide significance level of P < 5 × 10 −8 based on the National Human Genome Research Institute GWAS catalog (accessed on 28 June 2010) for all diseases and traits are shown. The degree of linkage disequilibrium (r 2 ) between the lead SNPs for coronary disease and the other traits is reflected by the color of the squares (upper panel) and the small bars (lower panel), from dark red (high LD) to faint red (low LD). SI/CH, sitosterol normalized to cholesterol; CA/CH, campesterol normalized to cholesterol; ALP, alkaline phosphatase; ACE, angiotensin converting enzyme; FVIII, coagulation factor VIII; vWF, von Willebrand factor.
oNLINE METhoDs
Study design. Details of the design of CARDIoGRAM have been published previously 3 . Briefly, the CARDIoGRAM consortium combined GWAS data from: the Atherosclerotic Disease VAscular functioN and genetiC Epidemiology study (ADVANCE) 19 ; the CADomics, Cohorts for Heart and Aging Research in Genomic Epidemiology (CHARGE) 6 Consortium; the deCODE CAD study 20 ; the German Myocardial Infarction Family Studies (GerMIFS) I, II and III (KORA) [21] [22] [23] ; the Ludwigshafen Risk and Cardiovascular Health Study (LURIC)/ AtheroRemo 1 and 2 (ref. 24) ; MedStar 25 ; the Myocardial Infarction Genetics Consortium (MIGen) 26 ; the Ottawa Heart Genomics Study (OHGS) 27 ; PennCATH 25 ; and the Wellcome Trust Case Control Consortium (WTCCC) 21, 28 (Supplementary Table 1a) . Only subjects reporting European ancestry were included. The ethics boards of all participating institutions approved the study protocols, and all participants gave written informed consent. Funding came largely through public resources but included two companies (deCODE and GlaxoSmithKline; Supplementary Note). CARDIoGRAM agreed a priori not to seek patent protection for any of the findings.
The 14 studies provided a discovery sample size of 22,233 cases and 64,762 controls. Following the discovery phase, we attempted to replicate our most promising findings in more than 50,000 additional subjects (approximately half cases and half controls) derived from multiple studies ( Supplementary  Table 1b) .
We studied the association between the newly discovered susceptibility SNPs and traditional risk factors in two population-based samples: the Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) study (9,713 individuals) 29 and the Augsburg MONICA/KORA (MONItoring trends and determinants in CArdiovascular disease/KOoperative Gesundheitsforschung in der Region Augsburg) study (3,458 individuals) 30 (Supplementary Table 1c) . We also studied the association between coronary disease risk loci and gene expression in four studies with both genome-wide SNP and genome-wide transcript expression data 8, 9, 31 .
Genotyping. Genotyping in individual discovery GWAS was carried out on Affymetrix or Illumina platforms (Supplementary Table 1b ) . Approximately 2.3 million imputed genotypes were generated using the MACH 32 , IMPUTE 33 or BIMBAM 34 imputation algorithms. Quality control was performed at individual sites and centrally to assure standardized data formats (Supplementary Table 5 ) 3 . In the replication phase, SNPs were genotyped using Sequenom, Taqman or Centaurus platforms or extracted in silico from existing independent GWAS data (Supplementary Table 2b) .
Statistical methods. The primary analysis comprised two stages: a metaanalysis of the GWAS for discovery and a replication stage in additional cohorts for confirmation of the most interesting new SNP associations from the discovery analysis. For both stages, we performed analyses in each study separately according to an a priori standard operating procedure. For this, log-additive model frequentist tests adjusting for age (onset of the first event for cases or time of recruitment for controls) and gender and taking into account the uncertainty of possibly imputed genotypes were performed using using logistic regression. Quality control of these data was then performed centrally according to previously agreed criteria including check of consistency of the given alleles across all studies, quality of the imputation, deviation from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium in the controls, minor allele frequency and call rate. Furthermore, at least half of the studies ( >7) had to contribute genotyping data to result in a high-quality SNP. In every study, the variance inflation factor, λ, was estimated from genotyped SNPs and used for adjustment (Supplementary Table 5 ) 35 .
We then performed a meta-analysis separately for every SNP from each study that passed the quality criteria. Our default meta-analysis used a fixed-effect model with inverse variance weighting and a calculation of two homogeneity statistics: Cochran's Q and I 2 . When there was no indication for heterogeneity for a SNP (P for Q >0.01), the fixed effect model was maintained. When heterogeneity was present (P for Q <0.01), we performed an outlier test to compare the results of each study with the average of the results from all other studies. If an outlier was detected with P < 0.01 divided by the number of studies providing data for the SNP, the study with the most extreme result was excluded and the meta-analysis was repeated. If no outliers were detected but heterogeneity was apparent, we adopted and reported a random-effects model (DerSimonian-Laird) for that SNP. In addition to the study-wise adjustment by the variance inflation factor λ, we also estimated λ from the meta-analysis to be 1.1. Power estimates for this approach are provided in reference 3.
A locus was defined a priori as a new validated locus if it (i) harbored a SNP with evidence of association in the replication sample (one sided P < 0.05 adjusted for the number of loci taken forward); (ii) a significance level of association of P < 5 × 10 −8 (Bonferroni correction for 1,000,000 independent SNPs) in the combined analysis of the discovery and replication samples; and (iii) not previously reported at genome-wide significance in a prior publication.
We also performed the following subgroup analyses at all loci with genomewide significance: comparison of
• female cases with female controls • male cases with male controls • cases with later age of onset ( >50 years) with all controls • cases with earlier age of onset (< = 50 years) with all controls • cases with myocardial infarction with controls • cases with angiographically defined CAD with controls
We tested for differences in the odds ratios between subgroups by counting the number of SNPs that had an odds ratio that was higher in one subgroup compared to another. This number was formally compared to that expected by chance using a binomial distribution probability test.
In addition to the primary analysis that was based on an additive genetic model, we analyzed association using dominant and recessive genetic models for the newly identified regions. Moreover, to simultaneously estimate the genetic effect and the genetic model, we applied a meta-analytic method 36, 37 . Here, we model the two log odds ratios corresponding to the heterozygous (θ 1 ) and homozygous effects (θ 2 ) together in a bivariate response. To identify the most likely mode of inheritance, these were statistically compared in the following way: if θ 1 = 0 and θ 2 > 0, we used a recessive model; if θ 1 > 0 and θ 2 > 0 but θ 1 = θ 2 , we used a dominant model; and if θ 1 > 0 and θ 2 > 0 but θ 1 < θ 2 , we used an additive model.
In a subset of studies with 7,637 cases and 7,534 controls (ADVANCE, GERMIFS-I, II, III (KORA), LURIC/AtheroRemo 1, MedStar, OHGS 1 and PennCATH), we counted the number of risk alleles at known (n = 10) and new (n = 13) loci carried by each individual in the study. We computed a weighted score for each individual by multiplying each genotype with the respective log odds ratio from the discovery meta-analysis. Cases and controls were compared in a linear regression predicting the weighted score from case-control status and adjusting for study. Finally, we partitioned the subjects into five categories according to their weighted score based on the following thresholds: <1.70, 1.70-2.05, 2.05-2.40, 2.40-2.75, 2.75-3.10, 3.10-3.45 and >3.45. These thresholds were chosen to illustrate the effect across the entire range while still including a reasonable number of subjects per category. The odds ratios for coronary disease were estimated to compare individuals in the upper and lower categories with those in the middle category. The results obtained through this will be biased upwards, as data from probands from the meta-analysis discovery stage was used.
The association of new loci for established cardiovascular risk factors including low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol, high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol, total cholesterol, hypertension, body mass index (BMI), diabetes mellitus type II and smoking was examined in ARIC, KORA F3 and KORA F4. We modeled the relationship between quantitative traits (LDL, HDL, total cholesterol and BMI) and these SNPs using linear regression and binary traits (hypertension, diabetes and smoking) and these SNPs using logistic regression. We then combined the respective regression estimates from each study in a meta-analysis using inverse variance weighting.
We examined the association between CAD associated SNPs and expression of genes (cis expression quantitative trait locus effects) in three genome-wide experiments of gene expression: the deCODE study of blood and adipose tissue among Icelandic families 8 , the Massachusetts General Hospital study of liver, omental and subcutaneous adipose tissue among subjects undergoing Roux-en-Y gastric bypass surgery 9 , and the Cardiogenics study of monocytes and macrophages among healthy subjects and individuals with CAD
